
Adam Ford - I&#39;m In

{intro: trueme & adam ford}

Check

Ok

Been feeling tougher than jerky, i walk around with bin turkeys

Animatronics at night, the way that we can get quirky

Wait, what's a gurney?

It's like a wheeled hospital thing, nevermind let's start again

{chorus: adam}

Been feeling tougher than jerky, i walk around with bin turkeys

Animatronics at night, the way that we can get quirky

On the roll like a gurney, i took my friends on my journey

Now we're blowing up like tnt, with shaq kenny ernie

{verse 1: adam}

I'm in the fantastic four, and you're not even herbie

Want to go for it more, but the motives are murky

So everytime i make it less, i treat it like a birdie

Often not worth the stress, cause i know it'll hurt me

Heating up with the convection, not too much i can take

Pulled into the wrong direction, feel like leaves on a rake

Yeah i'm know i'm growing older but i'll still make mistakes

Felt an arm on my shoulder, turns out it was an ache

I'm in australia, but holding down the 978

I'm in amherst, wishing i was back with my mates

I'm in acton, thinking about the friends that had stayed

Now i'm in boston, questioning the choices i made

I want a lot, but really can i give enough in return?

Give or take, difference between them hard to discern

Always heard that life was tough and that i'd prolly got burned

Hoping that i get enough and it is what i have earned



Yeah, what have i earned

Through dedication, respiration and the lessons i learned

Takes some concentration, with myself i gotta be stern

If i'm gonna be accomplished when i sit in an urn

{chorus: adam & trueme}

Been feeling tougher than jerky, i walk around with bin turkeys

Animatronics at night, the way that we can get quirky

On the roll like a gurney (check), i took my friends on my journey (check)

Now we're blowing up like tnt (ok), with shaq kenny ernie

{verse 2: trueme}

Whatchu gonna dedicate yourself to?

Do you know? cause i don't know

I'm a jack of many trades, general full of escapades

Wrote it down from the page of the book of

Put it on the shelf, start a new one

It has been and will be a cookie

Never tasted so sweet to a rookie

Talk about respect, where the work at?

Talk about that girl, she a thirst trap

Talk about the benz but you ain't got a bag

Talking all this smack but you ain't got a jab

Ask me who i am but you won't understand

Ask me who i am, i'm the one to transcend

I'm in amherst and i miss the pond

I'm at harvard and i miss the bars

I'm at work and i miss having time off (time off)

With myself and i really don't need no one

And i'm bopping to my tune whipping in my subaru

Past present future come into my view

Thot after thot tryna break into my room

And they do, what it do?

Oh i'm tryna be spontaneous, improving my discipline



Add another box in my checklist

Heating up the food then i breath again

Moving on the clouds like it's bespin

I'm learning but always forgetting

I'm experiencing and always remembering

I'm forgiving but never forgetting

And i know when to end my own sentence

Yeah i know, yeah i know


